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ABSTRACT—Routing in Vehicular Ad-hoc Network is challenging now a days due to increased no of vehicle, 

high mobility of nodes, dynamically changing topology and highly partitioned network, so the challenges on the 

roads are also increased like roads are full, safety problem, speed etc. Vehicular Delay tolerant routing protocols 

are using store and carry forward mechanism and Non delay tolerant routing protocols are using strategy to find 

best node who can forward packet faster than other. This paper gives detail of new vehicular routing protocol 

method which will perform well on both high density and low density network. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are special kind of Mobile Ad hoc networks that are formed between 

moving vehicles. The routing protocol has the responsibility of finding a path between source and destination. In 

order to get compromised solution, Delay tolerant network was proposed by subsequently by some researcher 

[1][2].Delay tolerant networks try to extend the reach of networks. These networks can be connected if 

protocols are designed to accommodate disconnection. VDTN has potential to interconnect Vehicles in regions 

that current networking technology cannot reach [7]. Non Delay tolerant network protocols were proposed by 

subsequently by some researcher. When we use the popular MANET routing protocols in VANET environment 

the simulation results shows that, all the protocols have large packets overhead because the routs charge 

frequently due to high mobility. So we need the new routing protocols for VANET based on its characteristics 

and issues [7]. 

Several routing protocols have been proposed for VDTN to achieve high PDR, minimum delay, storage, 

bandwidth and exchange of control information. In Direct Delivery protocols source node carry message until it 

find destination node. First contact routing routes to first node it encounter as random walk to search for 

destination. Epidemic routing replicates messages to all encountered peers that still do not have them. If a 

message storage space is unlimited and contacts between nodes are long enough, the epidemic routing 

minimizes the delivery delay and maximizes the delivery ratio. Spray-and-Wait generates n copies of a message. 

In a normal mode, a node gives one copy to each contact; in a binary mode, half of the copies are forwarded to a 

contact. Spray-and-Wait is another example of protocols that limit message replication as compared with 

Epidemic routing. The PRoPHET protocol transfers the message to a neighbor if it estimates that the neighbor 

has a higher ”likelihood” of being able to deliver the message to the final destination based on the past node 

encounter history [3,4,5]. 

Mobispace introduce a virtual location routing scheme which makes use of the frequency of visit of nodes to a 

discrete set of locations in the network area in order to decide on packet forwarding. The MobyPoint of a node is 

not related to its physical GPS coordinate. The acquisition of the visit frequencies of the nodes to the location 

set is obtained by computing the respective fraction of time of being in a given location [10,14]. 
The Non-DTN Routing Protocols are also known as Min delay protocols. The protocols always trying to 
minimize the packet delivery time from source to destination that’s way most of the protocol trying to find the 
shortest path. Non-DTN protocols again classified in to beacon based, non-beacon based and hybrid routing 
protocols. Here is the Issues for non-DTN routing protocols [15,39]:  

• As the non-DTN routing always try to reduce the packet delivery time. To achieve this, the packets 
should have to pass through minimum intermediate node and this path should be shortest and optimal.  

• To find the shortest path the nodes should have the knowledge of neighbors.  
• If there is problem in delivery of packets then protocols should have recovery mechanism.  

Greedy forwarding is the commonly used technique in Non-DTN routing protocols. In this approach packets are 
forwarded to a neighbor who is geographically closer to the destination node. This approach have problem 
where a packets reaches to a node which has no neighbors that is closer to destination. This is called local 
maxima. Every routing protocols have their own recovery strategy to deal with local maxima problem[12,38]. 
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The Non-DTN protocols assume that roads are densely populated. It do not work well in sparse roads where the 
connectivity is irregular.  

The beacon based routing protocols use the “HELLO” beacon message to finds the neighbors. The node sends 
the beacons periodically to maintain the neighbor lists. It again classified into non-overlay and overlay. Like 
GPSR, PBR-DV, GRANAT, DGR, GPCR, GPSRJ+, CAR, GSR, A-STAR, STBR, GyTAR, LOUVRE. CBF 
protocol does not use the beacon message to maintain the neighbor lists. When the packets arrive then they find 
their neighbors. TOGO protocol use both approach beacons based and non-beacon based [21,28,30]. 
Rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section II describes various DTN and NDTN routing protocols. In 
section III, we have provided proposed DND routing protocol. Ccomparative analysis of few DTN and NDTN 
routing protocols is discussed in Section IV. Finally Section V discuss conclusion of this paper. 

II. VEHICULAR DTN AND NDTN ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

Zhao and Cao [17] proposed several vehicle assisted data delivery (VADD) protocols. All of them share the idea 

of storing and forwarding data packets. That is, nodes can decide to keep the message until a more promising 

neighbor appears on their coverage range, but trying always to forward them as soon as possible with 

parameters like current speed, distance to the next junction, and maximum speed allowed at junction. 

GeOpps for vehicular networks [16] is a trajectory-based protocol that uses both the opportunistic nature of 

vehicular mobility patterns and the geographic information provided by navigation systems. It applies a delay-

tolerant mechanism, therefore a vehicle store data packets until a suitable next hop for them is found later on. To 

choose the next hop, each node computes the closest point in their trajectory in direction of the destination of the 

packet. 

GeoDTN+Nav- Geographic DTN Routing with Navigator routes packets in two modes: the first mode is the 

greedy mode, and the second mode is the perimeter mode. In greedy mode, a packet is forwarded to destination 

greedily by choosing a neighbor which has a bigger progress to destination among all the neighbors. However, 

due to obstacles the packet can arrive at a local maximum where there is no neighbor closer to the destination 

than itself. In this case, the perimeter mode is applied to extract packets from local maxima and to eventually 

return to the greedy mode [13]. 

PBRS [9] proposed a decision-based scheme which makes RSUs determine whether or not to release its data to 

a vehicle on the basis of certain criterion. The source RSU S has data to forward to the destination RSU D. 

However, there is no end-to-end path between S and D. The Vehicles passing by S make S become aware of the 

speed of those vehicles. PBSR calculates the release probability by utilizing the speed of vehicles. When a 

vehicle Vi enters a communication range of S, the S holds its data until the vehicle moves out of the range or a 

next vehicle Vi+1 enters the coverage area. If the Vi+1 is faster than Vi and Vi+1 is considered to reach D 

before the Vi does, S transmits its data to Vi+1. 

ACSF utilized a store-and-forward technique for relaying data. However, it focused on the outage time of a 

target vehicle in an uncovered area. In the ACSF scheme, a message forwarding mechanism was proposed for 

reducing the outage time for vehicles [8]. 

The vehicles in Distance-Aware Routing with Copy Control (DARCC) [18] determine whether to transmit data 

or not to their encountering vehicles with 2 principles. If the location of the destination of data is available, the 

data is forwarded to the vehicle that is closer to the destination. Otherwise, DARCC prefers spreading the data 

to different direction to increase the probability to meet destination. Each vehicle in DARCC is equipped with a 

GPS, thus the vehicle can calculate its current motion vector. The motion vector is the speed of vehicle and its 

moving direction. The vehicle � turns left in junction during certain time �, then its motion vector of time � is 

calculated. Each vehicle periodically broadcasts a beacon message including its location, current motion vector, 

and the list of the messages it has. If the vehicles are moving in different directions, the replication helps to 

perform the successful delivery, because the other vehicles may reach its destination on its way before the 

source. Thus, the vehicles � and � replicate their packets to each other, respectively. 

The authors of DAWN (Density Adaptive routing With Node awareness) [19] assume urban sensing 

applications. There are�fixed sensor in roadside, and one base station for data gathering. The sensors are 

regularly deployed and the base station is located at the center of the network area. The data packets are 

generated at the sensors, and each packet includes its origin location and generation time. The vehicles and 

mobile nodes are more like travelling in the random cells. When the vehicles move into new cell they collect the 

data packet from sensors and store it in its buffer. If two vehicles meet, they replicate their packets to each other. 

The data forward strategy in DAWN is decided by the density of the cell. If density is low the forward strategy 

is the same as epidemic, that is, a node replicates all the data it has to encounter nodes. On the other hands, if the 

density of cell increases, the throughput is restricted by congestion due to the limitation of wireless channel 

capacity.  

GeoSpray [20] uses the principles of single-copy single-path. GeoSpray adopts the replication approach of the 

spray-and-wait protocol to limit the number of copies. It uses a single-copy forwarding scheme. GeoSpray clears 

the delivered bundles from vehicles’ storage by propagating the delivery information. As a result, it achieves 
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better delivery ratio than GeOpps at the cost of high replication overhead. However, this overhead is less than 

the epidemic protocol and similar to spray-and-wait.  

In FFRDV, the roads are divided into logical blocks based on geographic information. Each vehicle can get its 

current location by GPS and it shares its location and speed with other vehicles in the same block by hello 

messages. When an emergent event occurs, FFRDV selects message ferries which have the responsibility of 

relaying data according to velocity based strategy [6]. First, the vehicle which senses an event becomes an initial 

ferry. It selects the fastest vehicle within its block as a next ferry. Second, if the ferry enters a new block Bi, it 

broadcasts a hello message to find a new ferry. Any nodes, which are able to receive a new data, send a response 

message, including their current speed.  

MaxProp is a routing protocol designed for vehicular DTNs. The MaxProp protocol is based on a store-carry-

forward mechanism which is usually utilized in a DTN environment. However, the authors in [11] proposed an 

algorithm which enables the nodes to assign the priority to the packets. On the basis of the given priorities, each 

node can decide either to transmit or drop the packet. In VDTNs, the transmission duration and opportunities for 

each node are limited, since the nodes move fast in sparse areas. Moreover, the buffer of node is also limited in 

a real environment. Therefore, to decide the priority of packets in a buffer of nodes is important when 

performing efficient routing. In MaxProp, when two nodes communicate, they exchange packets in a specific 

order. If the node currently in contact is the destination node of some packets, these packets are transmitted first. 

Secondly, the routing information is exchanged which includes the estimated probability of meeting any node. 

The calculation of the probability is based on the number of encounters between two nodes.  

GSR-Geographic Source Routing computes a sequence of junctions the packet has to traverse to reach the 

destination. The protocol aims to calculate the shortest route between origin and destination applying Dijkstra’s 

algorithm over the street map. The calculated path is a list of junctions that the packet should go through [22].  

From here, it applies greedy forwarding, where the greedy destination is the position of the next junction of the 

list.  

A-STAR-Anchor-based Street-and Traffic- Aware Routing is having consciousness of the physical environment 

around the vehicles; the protocol can take wiser routing decisions [23]. On the other hand, the use of anchor-

based routing is not novel either. It consists of including within the packet header the list of junctions (anchors) 

that the packet must traverse. This approach has been employed in the GSR protocol. In fact, A-STAR relies on 

GSR to perform the routing task. However, one novelty provided by A-STAR is the inclusion of traffic density 

information to weigh the streets of the scenario.  

CAR- Connectivity-Aware Routing algorithm is divided into three stages: (i) finding the location of the 

destination as well as a connected path to reach it from the source node, (ii) using that path to relay messages, 

and (iii) maintaining the connectivity of the path in spite of the changes in the topology due to the mobility of 

vehicles [24]. 

GPCR have observed that urban street map naturally forms a planar graph such that node planarization can be 

completely eliminated. In this new representation of the planar graph using the underlying roads, nodes would 

forward as far as they can along roads in both greedy and perimeter mode and stop at junctions where decision 

about which next road segment to turn into can be determined[25]. 

GPSR- Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routings is an algorithm that consists of two methods for forwarding 

packets: greedy forwarding, which is used wherever possible, and perimeter forwarding, which is used in the 

regions where greedy forwarding cannot be. The greedy forwarding algorithm [26] uses packets that carry the 

locations of their destinations. The packets are stamped by the source node. This way, the packets are always 

forwarded to the neighbor that is geographically closest to the destination.  

The drawbacks of pure greedy forwarding:  

• The position accuracy drops if the nodes move (mobility). It is possible that a location server node 

changes its position and before update process is performed some nodes remain without location 

server. This may lead to packet loss. Also, due to outdated neighbor table entries excessive re-sending 

of data may occur.  

• Additional network load due to the beacons  

• Missing of recovery from failure due to the link-layer broadcast of the beacons. 

This leads to failure in transmission, because nodes being close to each other are not recognized as such.  

The recovery strategy of the GPSR called Perimeter Mode is used in order to avoid the lost packets that may 

occur in pure greedy technique when there is no neighbor available that is closer to the destination than the 

current forwarding hop. The perimeter mode of GPSR consists of two elements. First, a distributed planarization 

algorithm that locally transfers the connectivity graph into a planar graph by the removal of “redundant” edges. 

Second, an online routing algorithm for planar graphs that forwards a packet along the faces of the planar graph 

towards the destination node. 

Contention-Based Forwarding (CBF) [27, 41] is a mechanism for position-based unicast forwarding, without the 

use of neighborhood knowledge. Instead, all suitable neighbors of the forwarding node participate in the next 
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hop selection process and the forwarding decision is based on the actual position of the nodes at the time a 

packet is forwarded. This algorithm eliminates the drawbacks of pure greedy solution. In position based routing 

[27] the principle is that the forwarding of the packet, from one hop to another, is done based on the local 

geographical position of the nodes.  

RDGR is a reliable position based greedy routing approach which uses the position, speed, direction of motion 

and link stability of their neighbours to select the most appropriate next forwarding node [29]. It obtains 

position, speed and direction of its neighbour nodes from GPS. If neighbour with most forward progress towards 

destination node has high speed, in comparison with source node or intermediate packet forwarder node, then 

packet loss probability is increased.  

Lee introduces a routing solution called “Landmark Overlays for Urban Vehicular Routing Environments” 

(LOUVRE), an approach that define urban junctions as overlay nodes and create an overlay link if and only if 

the traffic density of the underlying network guarantees the multi-hop vehicular routing between the two overlay 

nodes. LOUVRE [31] contains a distributed traffic density estimation scheme which is used to evaluate the 

existence of an overlay link. Then, efficient routing is performed on the overlay network, guaranteeing a correct 

delivery of each packet. 

Advanced Greedy Forwarding (AGF) was proposed in 2006[32] to combine the speed and direction of a node in 

the beacon packet and the total travel time, including the time to process the packet, up to the current forwarding 

node within the data packet. Results show at least three times of improvement in packet delivery ratio.  

Position based routing with distance vector (PRB-DV) uses AODV routing to recover from local maxima. When 

the packet reaches to the local maxima it will broadcast a request packet. The request packet contains the node 

position and destination location.  

Directional Greedy Routing (DGR) uses the combination of two forwarding strategies.  

• Position First Forwarding: The position-first strategy tries to find the closet node towards destination as 

the next hop.  

• Direction First Forwarding: It will select the nodes which are moving toward destination. Among those 

nodes, the one closet to the destination will be chosen as next hop. It takes both position and direction 

into consideration when choosing next hop [29]. 

DGR uses combination metrics of position-first and direction-first forwarding. The node with largest weighted 

score among current node itself and its neighbors will be chosen as next hop. If the current node has the largest 

score, it will carry the packet and forward it later.  

Predictive Direction Greedy Routing (PDGR) extends DGR and predicts the future neighbors. The PDGR 

calculate the weighted score for current node, its current neighbors and possible future neighbors. The packet 

carrier use 2-hop neighbors to get the knowledge of possible future neighbors. According to all these weighted 

scores, next hop is then decided [33]. So PDGR has two parts. One is to calculate weighted score for current 

neighbors, which is the same as DGR. The other is used for future neighbors in a short interval.  

In GRANT (Greedy Routing with Abstract Neighbors Table) every node knows its x hop neighborhood. Using 

this information every node can find better route and avoid local maximum. The matrix use in selection the next 

forwarding neighbor E is based on the node N, X hop away from E and the Destination, the shortest path from N 

to E, The cost per hop for multi hop neighbors. The neighbors E which provide the smallest such matrix will be 

selected at the next hop. It is very necessary to select the most promising neighbor as in beacon transmitting x-

hop neighbors is too much overhead [35]. GRANT divides the whole plane into small areas and has only one 

representative neighbor per area.  

GpsrJ+ minimizes the packet forwarding node by removing the unnecessary stops at junctions without changing 

the efficient planarity of topological maps. It considers the two-hop neighbor beaconing to choose the next road 

segment at junction which is taken by its neighboring node. Nodes consider its two hope neighbor and predict 

the next forwarding node. If the next forwarding neighbor node is in different direction then the packet forward 

to the junction node. And if it is on the same direction then it bypass the junction and forward to its furthest 

neighboring node [36]. When it reaches to local maxima then it use the perimeter mode where GpsrJ+ uses the 

right-hand rule to find the best forwarding node. if the junction’s next node is the best node in the same 

direction, then it is considered as the best forwarding node; otherwise, the best forwarding node is consider to be 

the junction’s node.  

Street Topology Based Routing proposed new update to A-STAR where ever junction node will have the 

information about road connectivity. A node at the junction will compute the link up to the next junction and it 

will find that link is up or down. This junction node is called as master node. So every junction will have a 

master node and they will have a table about the links to the next junctions. And they will broadcast there link 

information to other master links [37]. It calculates the geographic distance from packet’s current position to the 

street where destination nodes currently present, and send the packet to next node which has less geographic 

distance then the current position.  
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Greedy Traffic Aware Routing protocol [40] uses new parameter traffic density to find robust routes. This 

protocol has two parts. Junction’s selection: In this the protocol selects the junctions through which the packets 

must go through. The selection of these junctions are done dynamically and one by one, it calculate a traffic 

density and the curve-metric distance (the distance measured when following the geometric shape of a road.) for 

next junctions when a vehicle wants to forward the packet. The source vehicle or an intermediate vehicle looks 

for the position of the neighboring junctions using the map. Forwarding data between two junctions: Once we 

found the destination junction, the improved greedy strategy is used to forward packets towards the selected 

junctions. The current node marks all data packets with the location of next selected junction. When a packet is 

received by a node, it forwards the packets to the node which is geographically closest to destination node. The 

selection of next node is done by current node based on the parameter (velocity, direction and the latest known 

position) recorded in neighbors table. If the packet reached to local maxima then it will follow the "carry and 

forward" strategy. The node carry the packet until it reached to next junction or any other new node comes to its 

range, As soon as it reached to next junction or any other new node it will forward the packet.  

TOpology-assist Geo-Opportunistic Routing (TO-GO) is a geographic routing protocol. It use the knowledge 

acquired via GpsrJ+’s 2-hop neighbor information and it select the best target forwarder from the forwarding set 

between the sender and the target node. It not uses previous approaches where a forwarding region is defined 

between the current sender and the destination. The target node is next promising node other than the junction 

node which is normally chosen by greedy or recovery mode [34]. 

 

III. DND TOLERANT ROUTING PROTOCOL 

DND Routing Protocol work as below mentioned steps. 

ALGORITHM DND_PROTO 
Step 1: Initialize Required Parameters. 

Step 2: Calculate Average Density (AVGD) of Network through Hello packet and send that to every node. 

Step 3: Calculate TTL=C/(1+AVGD). 

Step 4: Fetch Neighbour node LD for source Average Array. 

Step 5: Calculate DRP = (LD / TD) *100 

Step 6: Set Mode=N and call DND_PROTO_N if current Mode=D && DRP >UT 

Step 7: Set Mode=D and call DND_PROTO_D if current Mode=N && DRP >LT 

This algorithm will run every fixed amount of time so that it can move from DTN to NDTN or NDTN to DTN 

mode. Rest of the supporting algorithm will work as below. 

ALGORITHM DND_PROTO_D 

Step 1: Initial Packet will be forwarding packet as a broadcasting message with Destination Node, Node 

Forwarder and Current time. 

Step 2: Every node save first catch Node forwarder who forward packet ID 945 and forward it to another node 

in its range for particular period of time depend on TTL. 

Step 3: Increase TTL value if required by value of 45ms for maximum 4 times otherwise drop packet. 

Step 4: As soon as destination receives, it will reply to backtrack path to the source node. 

Step 5: After receiving reply source node will start sending packet with packet id 0,1,2,…,944,0,1, …. 

ALGORITHM DND_PROTO_N 

Step 1: Apply Compass Routing and find Geographic location of all nodes in route. 

Step 2: Also find out euclidean distance of destination node from source node. 

Step 3: Select node in the direction of destination node with difference of Ttheta angle depend on distance and 

location until it will arrive at destination node. 

ALGORITHM AVG_DEN 

Step 1: Initialize Average Array to zero for all nodes. 

Step 2: Send Hello packet to all neighbors and set Average Array. 

Step 3: Forward to next node until all node will initialize Array. 

Step 4: Take Average of Average Array and return it. 

IV. COMPARISON OF DTN AND NDTN ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

Comparison is as shown in Table 3.1 on different parameter. 

Table 3.1 Comparison of DTN based VANET routing protocols. 

Protoco

l 

Forwarding 

Metrics / 

Propagation Model 

Topology assumption / 

Mobility Model 

Implementation/ 

Best Scenario 

Target/Delivery 

VADD Density of nodes 

and Priority 

4000x3200m 150,210 

vehicles 

NS2 PDR, Packet delay and 

traffic overhead 
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GeOpps Density of nodes 260,000 vehicles 15 km 

× 15 km area 

OMNet++ Optimize PDR, delay, 

and 

Overhead 

GeoDT

N+ 

Probability of nodes 

connection 

1500x4000m Qualnet 3.95 Packet delivery ratio 

PRBS Velocity-based 

probability 

20 km one way road 

vehicle; interarrival time: 

5–120 seconds 

Java-based 

Simulator 

Reduce packet 

Replication 

ASCF Minimum outage 

time of node 

Not available Numerical analysis Maximum 

Connectivity 

DARCC Location of 

destination moving 

direction of nodes 

100 vehicles in 3000 

×3000area; road has 

4lanes; average speed of 

node60 km/h 

Opportunistic N/W 

Environment 

Simulator 

Reduce packet 

Replication 

DAWN Density of nodes 5000 taxi in Beijing city 

30 days of trace 25 × 25 

Manhattan grid 

Simulation with real 

environment 

Data 

Optimize channel 

Usage 

GeoSpra

y 

Density of nodes 

and 

different data size 

100 nodes with an 

average speed 50 km/h, 

time: 6 hrs 

VDTNsim Optimized routing 

with minimum delay 

FFRDV Velocity of node 1500×1500m area 

average speed of 60 

km/h 

NS2 Minimize 

intermittent nodes 

MaxPro

p 

Hop count historical 

data 

30 Buses in 1502 miles; 

60 days 

of trace 

Real environment 

(UMass DieselNet) 

Gives priority to 

packets in buffer 

GSR Road blocking Videlio,M-Grid mobility City Best Effort 

ASTAR Road blocking M-Grid mobility City Best Effort 

CAR Probabilistic 

shadowing 

MTS City Best Effort 

GPCR Road blocking VanetMobsim City Best Effort 

GPSR Probabilistic 

shadowing 

MTS Highway Guaranteed 

CBF Two‐Ray ground Random way point Highway Best Effort 

PDGR - - City Guaranteed 

LOUVR

E 

Road Blocking VanetMobsim City Best Effort 

GPSR+

AGF 

Probabilistic 

shadowing 

MTS City Guaranteed 

PRB-

DV 

- - - Guaranteed 

DGR - - City Guaranteed 

PDGR - - City Guaranteed 

GPSRJ+ Road blocking VanetMobsim City Guaranteed 

STBR - - City - 

GyTAR Free space Proprietory City Guaranteed 

TO-GO Road blocking VanetMobsim Highway Guaranteed 

 

Conclusions 
This paper proposes new DND routing protocol in VANET. From given description, it is clear that proposed 

algorithms will perform better in both DTN and NDTN mode of routing with best PDR amongst all previously 

available algorithms.  
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